Barn Cat Application Request

Are you looking for a skilled mouser for your barn, shop or warehouse? Maybe you want an outdoor companion cat, or perhaps a friendly cat that will be your barn buddy?

Fill out our Barn Cat survey! The CBHS is sure to have a match for your barn!

Caretaker Information
Date: ________________________________________________________________________________
Name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________ City: _______________ Zip: ______
Phone: _____________________________ Email Address: _____________________________

Name all current members in household and ages:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Current animals in facility (list breed or species, sex and age):
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Why are you interested in adopting a Barn Cat?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

In general what type of cat(s) are you looking for?
_____________________________________________________________________________________

What are your expectations for these cats?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

How many cats are you looking to adopt? (We recommend adopting cats in pairs as they are social creatures and the likelihood of them wandering off is reduced if they have a buddy.)
_____________________________________________________________________________________
**About your location**

What type of shelter can you provide to protect your Barn Cat from weather and predators?

Please describe in detail.

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Rate the level of activity in your barn (1 being very quiet and 5 being very active) ________________

How would you describe the traffic around your location?  
Light  Moderate  Heavy

Do you currently have other cats that share this facility? ________________________________

Do you have dogs that will be running loose in this area? _______ If so, what provisions will be made for the safety of the cats from wildlife, dogs, etc.? _______________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Are you willing to feed the cats and supply them with fresh water on a daily basis? ______________

Have you ever participated in a relocation of barn cats to your property before? ________________

To help your new Barn Cat acclimate to his/her new surroundings we encourage you to keep him isolated in a small area within your outbuilding initially, with no access to the outdoors for about 10 days. Taking the time for this acclimation will increase the likelihood that your friend will call your place home and not venture off on his own.

I have read and completed all questions on the application truthfully and to the best of my knowledge. I understand that CBHS will rely on the answers that I have provided to process this application for acceptance of placement of a barn cat(s), and by submitting this document I am not guaranteed approval.

Applicant Signature: ___________________________ Date: ________________

Application reviewed by: ___________________________ Date ________________

Email completed form to CBHSAdoption@mchsi.com, drop form off at CBHS, or stop in to complete the Barn Cat Application.

**Cedar Bend Humane Society, 1166 West Airline Highway, Waterloo, IA 50703**  
319-232-6887  www.CedarBendHumane.org